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This communication comes in Peace.  

At no time may the writer, nor the reader,  

nor anyone who actions  

Rule of Lore/Law, All Are Equal Before The Lore/Law 

Be harmed, in any way whatsoever, at any time. Ever.  

This is the Laws of peace  

as we welcome 1000 Golden Years in which  

Planet Earth will experience no War 

 

  The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth. Matthew 5:5         

_____________________
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                     FIRST NATION SOVEREIGN COUNCIL  
                      Founded 20 May, 2023 and in conjunction with 
                                           Crown Executive Orders and the  
                               Terra Australis Grand Jury’s; founded 23.9.2021  
 
                         First Nation Sovereign Council: of Superior Jurisdiction; 

present the following Terms and Conditions 
for the Australian Government 

and its associated corporations of: inferior jurisdiction;  
to continue to engage in commerce on these lands.  

 
Effective immediately.    

____________________  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Form 00005.   IA & I  :  MAP & TRACK.   

 

               INDEPENDENT AUDIT & INVESTIGATION 
By Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction Audit Team: 

URGENT AND IMMEDIATE WELFARE CHECK REQUIRED. 

1. 20240501-820-001
2. 1 May 2024 
3. Before the Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia. 

DATE DOCUMENT # ACTION GAZETTED REPLY 
BY: 

 REPLY 
RECEIVED 

ADDITIONAL  
NOTES  

1 MAY 
2024. 

20240501-820-0
01

WELFARE 
CHECK 
REQUIRED. 
Forcibly 
removed by 
incompetent 
Judiciary and 
returned to an 
unsafe 
environment. 

12pm 
2.5.2024

Sent to 
melbourne.filing@fcfc
ao.gov.au

@ approximately 1pm 
AWST 1.5.2024 
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3.1. A Court of inferior jurisdiction due to being established by harvesting Humanity into a 
jurisdiction of ‘Guardianship’ without free will and informed consent. 

3.2. A privately owned legal system, void of Law. 
3.3. Created by Vatican structures emanating from Unum Sanctum 1302 and its further Papal 

Bulls. 
4. Paren Patriae 1488 is a legal fiction, terminated by the Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 

23.9.2021.  An Act designed to facilitate Human trafficking. 
5. Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their action. 
6. No. (P)MLC3796/2022

7. James Walsh 15 - has been forcibly delivered back into the care of his father. 
8. Despite writing two affidavits stating that he felt unsafe. 
9. All parties involved in that process are 100% personably liable and accountable. 

10.Senior Judicial Registrar Sudholz has made this careless and irresponsible command.
11. Of the Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia. 
12.A privately owned legal fiction entity. 
13.Under the Family Law Act 1975.  
14.A privately owned legal fiction having no basis in Maxim Law or Lawful Due Process. 
15.And is 100% personally liable and accountable for any Harm and Injury caused to James. 

16.Simply actioning the occurrence from the 24.4.2024 is an extreme act of violence against 
James Walsh. 

17. It is an act of slavery based on ignoring his 2 x affidavits. Clearly stating safety issues. 
18.Criminal Code 270, slavery 25 years jail. 
19. Ignoring the word of anyone, renders them to be the property of another, and is an act of 

slavery. 
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20.Further communications will follow. 
21.An IMMEDIATE WELFARE CHECK is REQUIRED. 

22.To be delivered to the Common Law Sheriffs at Sheriffgregb@gmail.com
23.No later than 12pm AWST 2.5.2024. 
24.Based upon the Affidavits, James is to be returned to his Grandmother immediately. 

25.Senior Judicial Registrar Sudholz presumes the following : 

25.1. That he is free to ignore Affidavits written by James Walsh indicating fear and safety 
issues related to living with his father. 

25.1.1. He is not free to do so and is deemed grossly irresponsible. 

25.2. That James is not free to make choices of his own living arrangements and to choose a 
location where he feels safe and loved. 

25.2.1. James has full autonomy over his life choices. 
25.2.2. Under no circumstances may an individual by placed in an environment 

where they feel unsafe.  
25.2.3. That would be an act based in gross stupidity and slavery. 

25.3. That Sandra Walsh was involved in James choices. 
25.3.1. Sandra Walsh was not involved in any way. 

25.4. That he has the capacity to intercept the relationship between a Grandmother and her 
Grandson. 
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25.4.1. Senior Judicial Registrar Sudholz does not have this power, authority or 
capacity in any way whatsoever.  

25.4.2. Unless he is a slavemaster.  Criminal Code 270: slavery 25 years jail. 

25.5. Senior Judicial Registrar Sudholz quotes breach of section 121 of the Family Law Act 
1975.

25.5.1. Presumes to have the force of Law. 
25.5.2. This is a privately owned statute of the Private BAR Guild. 
25.5.3. It is not Law. 
25.5.4. It is used to hide the types of lawless conduct involved in this case:
25.5.5. Kidnap and slavery. 

25.6. Senior Judicial Registrar Sudholz issues concern that the Courts of Superior Jurisdiction: 
the Sovereign, are watching what is going on. 

25.6.1. We most certainly are. 
25.6.2. And are monitoring full accountability for all those involved in overruling the 

word of the individual and placing him in unsafe surrounds.  

26.About family violence:  From Page 6 of the document No. (P)MLC3796/2022 24.4.2024 
26.1. Family violence means violent, threatening or other behaviour that coerces or controls a 

member of the person’s family (the family member), or causes them to be fearful (section 
4AB Family Law Act 1975). 

26.2. The Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia (the Court) takes family violence very 
seriously. 

26.2.1. Clearly it does not take it seriously at all.  As evidenced by this grossly incompetent 
failure of Lawful Due process. 
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26.3. Protecting family members from the effects of family violence and ensuring the safety of 
all people engaged in the family law system, including when attending court, is a high 
priority for the Court. 

26.3.1. Absolute rubbish, as evidenced by this case.   Rendering this entire system to be  
one of gross incompetence where no word or action may be deemed competent. 

27.James is free to make his own choices and should be facilitated to return to his 
Grandmothers house immediately. 

28.Failure to observe the choices of James will be viewed very seriously by the Courts of Superior 
Jurisdiction and hold Senior Judicial Registrar Sudholz in 100% accountability should anything 
have occurred to James that has resulted in further terror.  

29.All parties associated with overruling the free will choices of an individual will be held 
accountable for slavery.   This statute is rebutted as an absurdity in Law. 
29.1. Pursuant to section 67U of the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth), 

29.1.1. a legal fiction of a privately owned system of inferior jurisdiction
29.1.2. Calling itself Law but is void of Law 

29.2. a recovery order be issued and remain on file, 
29.3. to be executed upon further Court order, 
29.4. authorising and directing the Marshal, - 

29.4.1. no such authority exist in Law 
29.4.2. a legal fiction of a privately owned system of inferior jurisdiction

29.5. all officers of the Australian Federal Police 
29.5.1. a legal fiction of a privately owned system of inferior jurisdiction

29.6. and all officers of the Police Forces 
29.6.1. a legal fiction of a privately owned system of inferior jurisdiction 
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29.7. of all States
29.7.1. a legal fiction of a privately owned system of inferior jurisdiction 

29.8. and Territories a legal fiction of a privately owned system of inferior jurisdiction 
29.9. of the Commonwealth of Australia

29.9.1.  a legal fiction of a privately owned system of inferior jurisdiction
29.9.2. Emanating from Norfolk Island. 

29.10.with such assistance as may be required, and if necessary by force: 
29.11.An act of violence moving against the free will of another competent Being: the 

Sovereign. 

30.Maxim of Law: All are accountable for their action. 
31.Maxim of Law: Corporate Immunity is a myth and cannot protect you from the Law. 

Leith Masters  : MungahGWarra.                                  Denise Chadwick 
CROWN EXECUTIVE ORDERS                                               CROWN EXECUTIVE ORDERS                                                      
First Nation Sovereign Council                                                   First Nation Sovereign Council                                   
Co-Executive Trustee for Humanity                                            Co-Executive Trustee for Humanity 
- Terra Australis.                                                                          -  Terra Australis. 
Sovereign Peoples Assembly SPAWA                                        Sovereign Peoples Assembly SPAWA  
Sheriff: SPAWA                                                                           Sheriff: SPAWA             
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